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Telephones 
Item Description  Picture 
Ericsson PMG 
Type 8-10MT  

Circa 1905  
This magneto table phone was a popular table phone in Australia and the 
world. 

 
Commonwealth 
Ericsson PMG 
Type 131 MW 

Circa 1905 
This was the first wall telephone issued by the PMG as the standard wall 
model. Made in Sweden to Australian specifications it was used 
throughout the country until the 1930s.  To make a call, you would turn 
the handle on the side briskly for a few seconds and then pick up the 
handset and wait for the local operator to answer. The operator would 
then connect you to the number you wanted. 

 
British Ericsson 
PMG Type 135 
MW   

Circa 1916 
This phone replaced the Commonwealth model and became the new 
standard type. They were made in England at the Ericsson factory to PMG 
specifications and remained in use until the late 1930s. 

 
PMG Type 137 
AW   

Circa 1920s 
Made by various non-Australian manufacturers to PMG specifications. 
Previously, wooden wall phones were large in size as they carried the 
batteries to run the unit. Newer exchanges were being brought in that 
provided power directly to the phone, which allowed the case to be made 
smaller. 

 
Candlestick Phone 
PMG Type 138 AT 

Circa 1920s, the Candlestick Phone (automatic table) was popular in 
offices and business but not with the public. 

 
Pyramid Phone 
PMG Type 232 
MT 

Circa 1933, this was a manual version of the auto type pyramid phone 
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Item Description  Picture 
Pyramid Phone 
PMG Type 232 AT 

Circa 1933, the pyramid phone was manufactured by companies such as 
Siemens, STC, AWA & TMC, this was the standard phone in the 1930s.  
Available in black, ivory, green and red. 
 

 
British Ericsson 
PMG Type 235 
MW 

Circa 1930s 
This was a conversion of the earlier 135 MW with front transmitter 
removed and an instruction notice placed over the holes left behind. The 
receiver on the side was replaced with a handset. 

 
PMG Type 237 
AW 

Circa 1940s 
These phones were made during the second world war when materials 
were scarce. Recovered bell boxes were fitted with dials and handsets to 
make a new phone. 

 
300 Series AT This was a standard table phone from the mid 1940s to early 1950s. These 

were produced in black, ivory, green and red. This model has a pull-out 
drawer to store lists of phone numbers and addresses.  
 

 
400 Series MT  
 

Circa mid 1950s this was a manual version of the 400 Series AT. 

 
400 Series 
Portable AT 

Circa mid 1950s 
This model has a pull up chrome handle so you could unplug it and carry 
it from room to room. 

 
400 Series AW Circa mid 1950s 

Made from Bakelite, the 400 series was in use until the early 1970s 
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Item Description  Picture 
Ericofon Circa 1965, Made by Ericsson in Europe. Supplied as an alternative to the 

800 series phone but was not particularly popular with the public. 

 
800 Series AT First introduced in 1962 as the new standard phone to replace the 400 

series. This was an all Australian development between the PMG AWA 
and STC. Made from ABS plastic, it was lightweight and came in many 
new colours to suit the décor of the 1960s. 

 
809 Series Circa mid-1980s, The replacement phone for the earlier rotary dial 800 

series.  Made from ABS plastic, it was lightweight and came in many new 
colours to suit the décor of the 1960s. 

 
PMG Type 800 
Series AW   

Circa 1972, the 891 AW (Automatic Wall) phone was designed and 
manufactured in Australia by AWA. It was ultimately available in black, 
white, blue, yellow, brown and beige. 

 
Telecom Type 897 Circa Mid 1980s 

This phone was designed and manufactured in Australia by AWA. It was 
designed to replace the earlier rotary dial version of the 800 series. 

 
Siemens Transit 
Masterset 113   

Circa 1976, This phone was sold by Telecom Australia as the Transit 
Courier. 

 
Gondola phone Circa 1980, the Gondola phone was one of the first compact push-button 

phones sold by Telecom Business Offices to the public. 
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Item Description  Picture 
Telecom Touch 
Phone T1000   

Circa early 2000s, this was introduced as Telstra’s standard telephone. 
Manufactured by Thomson Telecom Australia. 

 
Telecom TF200  Circa early 1990s, the Telecom Touch Phone 200 was developed by 

Telstra to replace the earlier 897 series wall phone. 
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Payphones 
Item Description  Picture 

Variable Tariff 
Long Breech 

The Long Breech, or Long Toms, was a "post payment" type - the call was 
connected, the called party would answer, then the caller had to press a 
button to drop the coins to turn on the transmitter. In common with most 
Public Telephones in Australia, they were not fitted with bells for normal 
use as they were rarely required to be used for incoming calls. 

 

Variable Tariff 
Long Breech (Short 
Toms) 

Variable tariff short breach public Payphone. 

 

AB Pay Phone 1970s, Coin operated pay phone 
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Item Description  Picture 

Payphone CT-1 
 

Coin telephone 1 
The CT1 was heavily modified to cope with vandalism.  The CT1 had a 
modification to prevent "free" calls.  This modification consisted of an 
oscillator activated after line reversal to generate an annoying tone on the 
line.  The idea being that it would discourage fraudulent use of the phone.   
 

 

Payphone  CP-2 

Circa 1970s, This was an attempt to produce a  vandal proof local call 
phone. It was issued as the Coin Telephone No. 2. Its recessed dial and 
front panel and all-metal construction were a step in the right direction, 
but it never found much official favour and was soon dropped in favour of 
a new model which had been under development in cooperation with a 
Japanese company for some years. The CT2 was mainly used in 
Melbourne, and is fairly rare.  

Payphone CT-3 
 

Circa 1970s 
The green phone was found in almost every suburb in Australia. 
Introduced in the early 1970's. It is a solid metal phone which has been the 
target of many a coin thief.  
The green phone like the CT3(c) has two keyholes the top one opens the 
door which has the dial and bell mounted on it. When the door is opened 
the coin mechanism is located directly in front of you. This swings out on 
its hinges to expose the main circuit board. The phone line enters the phone 
from the top and is connected at a small terminal block on the top of the 
PCB. The bottom key hole is used to open the coin box. Inside the coin box 
is the coin tin. 

 

Payphone TSP-1 

Telstra Smart Phone 1  
When a phonecard is inserted into the phone a pin automatically locks it in 
place. This prevents the card from being removed mid call. 
 
The payphones have the Automatic fault reporting facilities found in the 
CT3/CP9 series of payphones. These phones do not contain a bell or ringer.  
Vandalism was halted/prevented with the addition of added protection to 
the coin box/vault. 
  

Victa Red 
Payphone  
 

Originally introduced in the early 1960's by Victa Telecommunications.  
These phones were later purchased or leased from Telstra. The red phone 
requires coins to be deposited before it will allow you to make any calls. 
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Item Description  Picture 

Telstra Goldphone 

Circa 1983, Telstra Gold Phone, these phones were available to purchase. 
 
The whole top half of the phone can be removed by using a key, this allows 
access to the electronics and coin mechanism. These phones have a very 
similar coin mechanism to other Telstra phones; the coin mechanism is 
manufactured by Anritsu in Japan. The phones themselves were assembled 
by Alcatel/STC in their Alexandria factory (Botany road).  The phones 
have a small LCD display which shows the credits remaining.   

Payphone MMP 
Multimedia Phone 

The Multimedia Payphone  (MmP) provides public access to a range of 
services, including Internet based content providers, EFTPOS and smart 
card, and the full range of Telstra telephone services.  
 

 

Payphone Telstra 
Bluephone  

Circa 1989 
The Bluephone has the ability to bar calls to certain numbers. They have 
features such as displaying the number of calls that have been made when 
the coin box is emptied. The construction is lightweight on these phones, 
they are intended to be used in supervised locations only. 
The phone is opened using a bi-lock key. There is a hinge on the LHS of the 
phone and the front of the phone swings open to reveal the coin 
mechanism.  

 

Payphone  CP-8 

Circa 1987, the creditphone (also known as cardphones) require an 
EFTPOS/Credit or Telstra calling card to be swiped through the card 
reader before the call is placed. These phones have two keypads, one for 
dialling the other for banking account information such as PIN and 
account type. 
They have two phone lines connected to them. One is for voice the other for 
data. The data line is used to verify the PIN number and account details of 
the person placing the call.  

Telstra CP-9 
 

Card Phone 9. This phone could only accept special magnetic strip phone 
cards 

 

Prison Phone Circa 1995, Telstra Prison Phone 
This is a computer-controlled Telstra payphone system. 
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Exchanges and Switches 
Item Description  Picture 
Switchboard Lamp 
Signalling  

Circa 1950s, Ericsson N360 Lamp Signalling Switchboard  
This kind of switchboard became popular for smaller or private 
installations. The line lamps were in strips of 10. An alarm bell attracted 
attention when a lamp glowed. This switch had a hand generator and 
switching key for power ringing. 

 
Magneto Manual 
Exchange 

Circa 1900s-1920s 
The early telephones worked on the Magneto system. The telephone was 
wired to a central switchboard that would connect the caller to another 
telephone via cords. The telephone microphone was powered by a local 
battery source and called the exchange switchboard by means of a hand 
generator.  
 
The switchboard would also call telephones by use of a hand generator. On 
finishing a call both users would crank their generators to signal to the 
exchange switchboard that they had hung up (this is known as ringing 
off). 

 

 

 
Crossbar Exchange Circa 1920s 

 
Crossbar Exchange Circa 1920s 

Top row, final selectors SE5O 

 
Crossbar Exchange Travel Ladder 

 
Ringing Machine  Circa 1920s 

 
Automatic Test 
Routiner 
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Item Description  Picture 
Cross Bar 
Exchange 

   

 
Cross Bar 
Exchange 

MFC Signalling 

 
Cross Bar 
Exchange 

Relay Set 

 
Rax-B  1930s-
1980s (Rural 
Automatic 
Exchange) 

Rax-B  1930s-1980s (Rural Automatic Exchange) 
A small Step by Step exchange designed for unattended operation.  These 
exchange types served small rural communities or towns. They offered 
local dialling within the community and were parented to a local regional 
town main exchange that provided access to the wider network. 

 

 
Rax-C 1940s-1980s 

Similar to the Rax-B this was a small Step by Step exchange designed for 
unattended operation.  These exchange types served small rural 
communities or towns. They offered local dialling within the community 
and were parented to a local regional town main exchange that provided 
access to the wider network.  Rax-C type exchanges allowed for 
incremental subscriber capacity to cope with growing community needs. 
Each cabinet of 50 lines could be combined to a maximum of 250 
subscriber services. 
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Other Items 

Item Description  Picture 
Master Clock 
 

Circa 1960s 
This impulse clock is a battery powered electronically maintained 
pendulum clock. The master Impulse Clock was used to control slave clocks 
on a network within a building. 

 
Pendulum Clock This clock uses a pendulum as its timekeeping element. It swings back and 

forth in a precise time interval and resists swinging at other rates. Up until 
the 1930s, the pendulum clock was the world's most precise timekeeper, 
accounting for its widespread use. Throughout the 18th and 19th centuries 
pendulum clocks in homes, factories, offices and railroad stations served as 
primary time standards for scheduling daily life, work shifts, and public 
transportation. 

 

 
 

 BPO Mark II 
Speaking Clock 
 

Until 1954, the PMG time service was delivered from the central exchanges 
in each capital city. They consisted of a series of telephonists who sat at a 
microphone and delivered the time. It was decided to automate the 
Speaking Clock and an order was placed with the British Post Office for 
two of the BPO Mark II clocks, which were installed in Melbourne and 
Sydney. 

 

 


